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Abstract: The latest advertisements on the advancements of the virtual reality has paved way for diverse studies, in manifold fields that can benefit by utilizing the technologies of the virtual reality, not excluding the design, gaming and the simulated understanding. Yet whenever a virtual reality device conveys information in form of images with the assistance of the display that is positioned closer to the user’s eyes it faces problems like minimizing the speed of the process and degradation in the quality of images ending up in huge variations across the virtual realism and the realism causing user immersion problems. So to mitigate the immersion problems of the user because of the low quality of image and the minimization of processing speed in the virtual reality environments the paper puts forth an improved image processing technique to improvise the sharpness of the images in order to enhance quality of the images and heighten the processing speed.
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1. Introduction

The latest advertisements on the advancements of the virtual reality has paved way for diverse studies, in manifold fields that can benefit by utilizing the technologies of the virtual reality, not excluding the design, gaming and the simulated understanding. The technologies of virtual reality applied over diverse field cause innovative and novel supplementary values to our regular way of living. Yet while conveying the information in the form of images using the closely positioned displays the virtual reality experiences major problems such as speed minimization of the process and the degradation in the quality of the images causing user immersion difficulties as huge difference prevails across the real and the virtually real images.

So to mitigate the difficulties’ in the user immersion the paper puts forth the enhancement algorithm to improve the processing of images ending in images with better sharpness and higher processing speed.
The main scope of the proposed work is to enhance the quality of the images transmitted from the virtually real environments and to minimize as well as resolve the immersion difficulties by minimizing the gap across the actual and the virtually real images.

The proposed method utilizes the “Retinex algorithm to enhance the quality of the images and with the assistance of the nearby functions and the weighted average of the neighboring functions and the Otsu’s algorithm to maximize the processing speed. The proposed method with the image quality enhancement and the user immersion difficulties alleviation is arranged with the section 2 presenting the previous works, and the related works, the section 3 with the proposed algorithm on image quality enhancement, section 4 on performance evaluation section 5 presenting the summary of the work done.

2. Related Works


3. Image Quality and Processing Speed Enhancements in Virtually Real Environment

The improved image processing algorithm proposed in the paper scopes in improving the image quality and heightening the processing speed. For this purpose the proposed algorithm utilizes the multi scale retinex algorithm [14] and the approximate threshold estimation in Ostu’s [10]. Highly compatible speed for computing the images for the virtually real applications is sixteen milliseconds. The decrease in the computing speed would increase the gap across the real and the virtually real images. The quality degradation in the images is a result of reduced sharpness in the images convey form the virtual reality. So the laid out protocol eliminates the unnecessary information hiding in the images to improve the sharpness of the images. The input image is compressed and subjected to the multi scale Retinex (MSR), to improve the quality of the image. The MSR extricates the original image eluding the unwanted components employing the Gaussian Filter. The equation 1 is framed in this regard.

\[ \iint G(u, v) du dv = I_I \]  

Where \( I_I \) is the input image and the \( G \) is the Gaussian filter. The outcomes observed as result of applying the equation is normalized to value ranging from 0 to 255, the neighboring functions (Gaussian Filter) and the weighted average of the neighboring function to improve the quality of the images. The equation 2 is framed in this regard.

\[ MSR(u, v) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \log I_I(u, v) - \log[ G_n(u, v) * I_n(u, v)] \]  

Using this above method the data that are light source are extricated by acquiring a three dimensional image. Alterations in the data is done using the weights functions that improves the sharpness by applying the weights. This balances the luminous in the darkness as well as the bright areas in the image. The weights also eludes the “halo effect”. This estimates the boundaries of every images and determines the segmented boundaries of the images, the actual weight estimated is applied to every border. The weight are estimated using the Ostu’s segmentation.

The speed of the processing images is estimated by the elements of the images observed in the output in particular duration. To enhance the processing speed the unwanted image components are removed.
Though more promising techniques such as the binarization etc. can be used. The proposed method uses the Ostu protocol as it affords in providing a high processing speed in computing the images. The following equations 3 and 4 shows the process of the Ostu in determining the weights.

\[
class^{2}_{\text{weight}}(t) = \text{weight 1}(2) \text{Class}^{2}_{1}(t) + \text{weight 2}(t) \text{Class}^{2}_{2}(t) \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{Weight 1}(t) \cdot \text{weight 2}(t)[\mu_1(t) - \mu_2(t)]^2 \tag{4}
\]

From the above equations the weight 1 and weight 2 are the probability across the two segregated classes class 1 and class 2. The “inter-class variance maximization is equivalent to its minimization. The image data size and processing speed could be enhanced by the eliminating the extricated image elements. The figure.1 below shows the stages of the proposed image computing technique”.
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Figure.1 Proposed Image processing Technique.
4. Performance Evaluation

The proposed algorithm is evaluated with the set of images in the MATLAB to estimate the sharpness and the processing speed of the images. The virtually real images are comprised with the huge set of data. The algorithm operation time and the allotted CPU part increases when the traditional enhancement methods and for enhancing the quality and computing the images are applied. This was observed as the result of evaluation. The sample image used in testing the proficiency of the algorithm proposed is depicted below in the figure.2

Figure.2 Sample Image and Outcomes

The laid out protocol accepts the three dimensional images and eludes the necessary data by identifying and correlating the grey scale images. The grey scale data ranges from five to ten frames per second, so the losses remains hidden while eliminating the gray scale information’s. The identification of the grey scale
does not have any impact over the computing speed and the quality of the images. The concurrent enhancement is shown in the computing speed and the image quality by applying the proposed protocol. Finally the images are solidified and delivered at the output. The table 1 below shows the % of sharpness and the % image quality observed on the application of the proposed and the conventional algorithms. The gap across the real and the virtually real images are also listed in the table. For different number of images used in evaluating the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharpness %</td>
<td>Image quality %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image set 1</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image set 2</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image set 3</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image set 4</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image set 5</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Sharpness, Image quality and Gap

Table 1 summarizes the outputs of the image dataset fed as input to the conventional and the proposed algorithm that is based on the Retinex and the Ostu’s, the results shows that the sharpens of the images set 1 applying the conventional is -55 and the proposed method is 50, the sharpness observed in the image set 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the conventional and the proposed are -43,-23,-49,-45 and 40, 45,49 ,55 respectively. So the observed results shows that the proposed method is better compared to the conventional. In the same way the image quality observed on the image sets proves efficacy of the lad out method. The gap across the real and the virtually real images are very much reduced by the application of the proposed method in processing the images thus minimizing the difficulties ‘in the user immersion of the virtual reality environment. In future the paper it to proceed with the examination on the recognition capability of the humans developing the procedure of the content creation by utilizing the algorithm based on the retinex and the Ostu Method.
5. Conclusion

The virtual reality technology is a future generation technology, incorporating multiples of methods and technical advancements. Yet the images transmissions in the virtually real environments still experiences low quality images and lower processing speed resulting in the huge difference across the real and the virtually real images. To overcome this difficulties the proposed method in the paper utilizes the retinex and the Ostu to enhance the image sharpness and improve the computing speed. The results observed shows that the laid out method improves the image quality and the processing speed compared to the traditional methods. The future scope of the paper is to examine the recognition capacity of the user through the process of content creation utilizing the algorithm laid out in the paper.
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